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Abstract of thesis entitled: 
Spike-Vortex Solutions for Non-
linear Schrodinger System 
Submitted by WANG Yuqian 
for the degree of Master of Philosophy 
at The Chinese University of Hong Kong in May 2007 
We study the asymptotic behavior of Spike-Vortex solutions of the Nonlinear 
Schrodinger System : 
f 
e^Au + …|2 = 0 in B C R2， 
e'^Av -\-v- \v\'^v + Pv?v = 0 in B C R2， 
< 
u = 0 on dB, 
V = e ^ ^ on dB, 
V 
where u{x) > 0, v{x) eC, £ and (3 are positive real scalars, B — ^x |a:| < l|. 
We construct Spike-Vortex solutions for the above system which have k spikes 
(k e N and A; > 2) in li component and a vortex in v component, and investigate 
the interaction of the spikes and vortex, where the parameter (3 plays an impor-
tant role. In a Spike-Vortex Solution constructed above, the vortex is located at 
the center while the spikes are radically symmetrically located around the vortex 
but close to the boundary. 
香港中文大學 
數學哲學碩士論文 




本論文研究以下非線性薛定誇 ( S c h r o d i n g e r )方程组的 
s p i k e - v o r t e x 解的漸進行為， 
+ + I3u\j\ = 0 in Bc:R\ 
€^AV + V-V^V + ^U\ = 0 in 5c/?2， 
M = 0 on dB, 
v = on dB, 
其中《⑵是正实值函数，V⑶是复值函数，S和;^都是很小的正 
實數，5 = {+|<1}。 
對于上面的方程組，我們構造了一系列 S p i k e - V o r t e x 
解，這些解在U這個部分含有 I T ( ) t e N， I T > 2 )個 S p i k e s ,在V 
這 個 部 分 含 有 一 個 V o r t e x � 我 們 還 研 究 S p i k e s 與 V o r t e x 
之間的相互作用，發現々在其中起重要的作用。具體來說，在 
一個我們前面所構造的解中， V o r t e x 位于單位球的中心， 
S p i k e s 徑 向 對 稱 的 位 于 V o r t e x 的 週 圍 ， 並 且 非 常 靠 近 邊 
界° 
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Spikes and vortices are very important phenomena in nonlinear Schrodinger equa-
tions (NLSE) having applications in many physical problems. Especially in Bose-
Einstein condensation, they are useful to get skyrmions which have important 
applications in nuclear physics (cf. [16]) and analogous structures are postulated 
for early universe cosmology (cf. [3]). For more information about skyrmions, we 
can refer to [2], [17], [11]. In the last two decades, there have been many analyt-
ical works on both spikes and vortices, respectively. One may refer to [18] for a 
good survey on spikes and [1], [8], [21] for survey on vortices. Recently, a double 
condensate i.e. a binary mixture of Bose-Einstein condensates in two different 
hyperfine states has been observed and described by two-component systems of 
NLSE (cf. [22]). It is then possible to find spike and vortex solutions from two-
component systems of NLSE. 
In [15], spike-vortex solutions are found for the NLSE systems in M^ : 
f 
Aw - w + + I3u\v\^  = 0 in 
< /\v-\-v- \v\^v + (3v?v = 0 in R2， (1.1) 
li > 0, V e C . 
For > 0 sufficiently small, the spike-vortex solutions exhibiting k spikes in 
u component and a vortex in v component are found. The vortex is located at 
1 
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the original point and the spikes are symmetrically located around but far away 
from the vortex. The effect of (3 to the spikes and vortices is that the positive 
sign of (3 may contribute to inter-component repulsion between spikes and vortices 
which balances with self-attraction in u component. Contrarily, for P < 0, the 
radially symmetric spike-vortex solutions with one spike and one vortex both 
located at the original point are found. In [15], half-skyrmions are also con-
structed from these spike-vortex solutions produced in the above two situations. 
(The inter-component interaction between spikes is studied in [13] and [14]; es-
pecially in [13], the positive sign of (3 may give inter-component attraction while 
the negative sign of (3 may give inter-component repulsion. For further reference 
of physical explain, we can go to [28], [29], [30], [31]) 
In this paper, we study the asymptotic behavior of Spike-Vortex solutions of 
a similar system in a unit ball : 
e^Au -u-hu^-^ /3u\v\'^ = 0 in 5 C R2， 
e'^Av + V - + = 0 in 5 C ]R2， 
(1.2) 
u = 0 on dB, 
v = on dB, 
where u > 0 , v g C , / 3 > 0 and B = ^x |a;| < l|. In addition, we investigate 
the interaction of spikes and vortices. 
For functions u，v defined in the unit ball B, we set 
Ue{x) = u{£x), Vs{x) = v{sx) in Be C R2’ (1.3) 
where Eg： = < 全J>. Then (ii’v) solves the equation (1.2) if and only if 
(ue.Ve) solves : 
F 
Aue /3Ue\VeP = 0, U^ > 0 in B, C 1R2, 
< AVE + VE- M'^VE + (5ULVE = 0 , V^ E C i n B , C ( 1 - 4 ) 
Ue = 0, Ve = e ^ ^ on dBe. 
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If P = 0，(1.4) turns into two independent equations : 
- + = 0, U e > 0 in Be C 
< (1.5) 
We = 0 on dBs, 
< 
r 
AVe -\-Ve(l - = 0, Ve E C in Be C M^ 
< \ , (1.6) 
Ve = e ^ ^ on dBe, 
\ 
where the first equation, i.e (1.5), can produce spikes and the second one, i.e 
(1.6), can produce vortices. It is well known that the following elliptic equation : 
Au-u-\-u^ = 0, u > 0 , w e 丑I(IR2) (1.7) 
has a unique solution w = w{r) for r = |a;| with 
w;(r) = + w'{r) = - ^ r - ^ e " ' ' [ l + o f i ) ] , (1.8) 
L \r/ J L v^r/^� 
where ^o is a positive constant. (1.6) is the well-known Ginzburg-Landau equa-
tion (cf. [1], [21], [23]) having a radically symmetric vortex solution of the form 
^;oW = 5 ; ( r ) e A 0 ， r = W, (1.9) 
where Se satisfies 
(1.10) 
and 
S " , � 0 ， = + a s r � l . (1.11) 
In this paper, we want to prove that when e and j3 are sufficiently small 
(/? depends on e and P —> 0 as s 0 ), there exist spikes-vortex solutions for 
the system (1.2). Before stating the main result, we modify w and define another 
function wp, where 
wp^x) := \ / l - I3w{y/l - (5x). 
Our main theorem is in the following : 
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THEOREM 1 . 1 . For k> 2, keN ,e small enough，< (3 < Ce^+s � 
where 0 < g < l , 0 < q ; < |， s y s t e m (1.2) has a solution (u,v). Moreover, as 
e — 0+, {u, v) has the following asymptotic form 
‘ k 
< j=i ^ (1.12) 
幻(么）=民⑴， 
V 
where (^f, ...,€��forms a regular k-polygon with 
g = Ze^/=^^，j = l,…’ k (1.13) 
(we can consider a point (x, y) in to be a complex value number x + y/^y). 
Throughout the paper, we choose I such that 
I E A = - — 7i In i , i — 72 In i ， (1.14) 
£ £ £ 
where 71 and 72 are two positive constants to be determined later. Then we can 
conclude that 
K V/ G A, (1.15) 
which is a very useful condition for we to analyze the properties of spike. 
We prove the theorem by using the so-called Localized Energy Method, or LEM 
in short, which is generally used to find solutions with concentrating behavior 
(cf. [27], [7]). As in [15], we consider function spaces with some symmetry of 
rotation and conjugation (defined by (2.16)). In these spaces, the kernel of the 
linearized operator of spike or vortex respectly will both be simpler (see Lemma 
2.3), and the solutions are also of this symmetry. The rest of this paper is 
organized as follows. In chapter 2, we will define an approximate solution of 
equation system (1.4) and get some useful properties of the approximate solution. 
In chapter 3，we use Liapunov-Schmidt reduction process to find spike-vortex 
solutions. In chapter 4，in virtue of a reduction lemma, solving (1.2) is equivalent 
to finding a critical point I of an energy functional (defined by (4.1)), which is an 
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one-dimensional problem; we find a local minimizer of the energy and estimate 
the location of the minimizer (it determines the location of the spikes). 
In closing this chapter, we remark that throughout the whole paper, unless 
otherwise stated, the letter C will always denote various positive generic con-
stants, which are independent on all parameters. 
Chapter 2 
Properties of approximate 
solutions 
Recall that 
wi3{x) := (2.1) 
where w satisfies the equation : 
Aw - w + w^ = 0, w>0 in M^ 
We see that wp satisfies 
- (1 - P)w0 + = 0, Wf3>0 in (2.2) 
It is easy to check 
wj3 — w uniformly in C^(E^), as � — 0 (2.3) 
and as in (1.8), 
wp(r) = [A) + 0(1)] r-h-^"- [1 + O , (2.4) 
L VrV� 
= - [A) + 0(1)1 r-h-^"- [l + o Q ] . (2.5) 
6 
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We assume that the location of A;—spikes is characterized by 
… 甲 , … , … ， k 
and define the approximate solution (UQ, VQ) in the following : 
‘ k 
< j=i (2.6) 
、 
where Pqw is the unique solution of 
Aw(a;) - (1 - P)u(x) + - = 0 in B, C 
< (2.7) 
u(x) = 0 on dBe. 
In this paper, we need to use some properties of Pqw, which mainly come 
from Proposition 3.1 in [5]. For more information about P (�w, we can also refer 
to [7], [10], [19]. Using comparison principle, we get the estimate of Pqw, 
0 < Pqw < w/3{x — Cj) < C e - M r ， r = I工-切 . (2.8) 
Regularity theory implies that wp and also P^^w are smooth, and hence 
dPe^.w dPcew dwaix - a) � 
A ^ - (1 - + 3 � 工 — 切 2 = 0 in Be. (2.9) 
We let i j = ( f - 0 (i.e. is the symmetric point of 巧 with respect to 
the boundary, as in the figure, we draw a local figure near where an arbitrary 
boundary point is denoted by X), and set 
少i’e(a：) = 一 疗 ) -P^ fw (x ) . 
satisfies the following equation : 
— (1 - = 0 in B , C IR2， 
< 
$i’£(a:) = Wj3(x - on dB^. 
\ 
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\ x 
行 J if 
/ 
The Maximum Principle implies that 
0 < < sup - iX) < C e - M (卜0 in B, c (2.10) 
We decompose into three parts as follows, 
$i’e(a:) = W0{x - it) + 屯i’e(:r) + (2.11) 
where 屯i’e(aO and satisfy the following equations : 
- (1 - = 0 in B^ C M ,^ 
< 
^ i A ^ ) = M ^ - ^i) - M ^ — i i ) on dBe, 
\ 
f 
- (1 - m i . e i x ) = M 工 - i t ? in B, C R2， 
< 
Ki^e{x) = 0 on dBe. 
Because wp is of radically symmetric and 红 = e " ^ (:〕)€!，follows that 
w/3{x - 印 = w p ( e ^ ^ ^ a ; - • 
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Then it is evident that the families {P e^if；}, {^i.e} and {Ki^e} are all of 
some symmetry of rotation. More precisely, 
工 ) = ( e ^ ^ ^ c c ) ， = ( e ^ ^ . ) ， 
v M ” = v^k ( e ^ ^ x ) ， K j A 工 ) = K , , ( e ^ / ^ ^ . ) . 
Since 
0 < W0(x - i ^ f < in B, , 
the comparison principle gives 
0 < -Ki^e{x) < in Be. (2.12) 
To get estimate of 屯i’£(:r)，we need careful analysis about wp{x — g ) — wp{x — 
i i ) on the boundary. More precisely, we prove the following lemma. 
L e m m a 2 . 1 . When l e A, we have 
0 < < 0(1) + Wf3(x - in Be. (2.13) 
PROOF. Because of the symmetry of rotation, we only need to do analysis for 
i = 1. To apply the comparison principle, we need the estimate of the boundary 
data. Since / G A, we have 1 � ( J — � J，w h i c h is used frequently in the 
following analysis. Let us take x = {xi,X2) 6 dB^, it follows that xl + x^ = 
(全)2. We distinguish two cases : 
r -1丄 
Case 1 : I) \ 
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As 衍= ( J , 0) (or = / as a complex value number), we have 
丨工 - = + 
~ e I £ e 
> ( ； - I f + 2 ( J - 1 ) k j — I ) ] + 2 ( 1 - 1 ) k j - / ) ] 
£ £ L £ � £ L £ � 
> I? + 2 ( - — /) lei- - I ) ] + \e{- - /)] 
Consequently, we get 
Using above inequality and the facts that 
“ -
we have 
Besides, it is easily to see for x on the boundary of Be, 
then 
- il) <wp{x-Ci)-
All together, we have 
0 < - « e � ) - - I d < 2wp{x - � < o ( l ) e - 仰 (卜 
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r 1丄 
Case 2 ：全一< - I) \ 
In this case, as — Z ) � 1 ， w e have 
and 
1 � ( J - / ) 引 卜 切 引 卜 , 扎 
whence 
工-^D - 'Wpix - ii) 
\W/3{x-^f) J 
=w,{x — 合 ） ( 1 + — 1 + 0(1) 
V 丨 卜 y 
=Wfsix - i ! ) [ (1 + 0(1)) eN/I^d-ai - l -^f l ) — 1 + 0(1). 
The combination of the above two cases gives us for x e dB^ 
0 < wp{x - ^t) - W0{x - g ) < 0(1) + w^ix - i f ) . 
Using comparison principle, we get 
0 < 屯i’“a;) < 0(1) [e-旧(卜0 + wp{x - in B,. 
• 
Then Corollary 3.1 of [5] can be proved in the same way. We state it in the 
following. 
COROLLARY 2 . 2 . Setting Pqw{x) = 0 for x ^ B�we have 
Pqw{x) 4 Wffix - Cj) in and 
as ^ — I +00 uniformly for I < • 
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To study the spike-vortex solution, we use a key transformation here. We set 
u(x) = uo(x) + (p(x)，V = ？ ;树怎） a n d 7/j(x) = + \/^也(rc)， 
where UQ and VQ are the approximate solutions defined by (2.6), 如 E M. 
Then, solving (1.4) is equivalent to solving : 
< 
A(p- (f)-\- 3ul(f)= 
- + 3(/)'^ uo + Auo - u o + u^ + /3(uo + (^)均e-2如} in 
< A功 + ^ V i /； - 也 = (2.14) 
x / ^ 劣 ( 1 - e - 2也 - 2 ^ 2 ) - V ^ (•灼 2 + “p(uo + 0)2 in B^, 
0 = 0 , - 0 = 0 on dBe. 
\ 
We define three operators Zq，L2 and L2 in the following : 
( 
Li [0] 二 — + 2>ul(f), 
< L2[^] = + ， V 化 - 劣 也 ， 
Ulif] = + Slip -
where Se is defined by (1.10) and of the property (1.11), (p = —y/^VQip. We also 
denote : 
iVi l(j>, ip] = - {f + + 如 + puoS^ie-''^^ — 1)) ’ 
[uo, ？^ o] = - ( A l i o - Wo + + PuqSI), 
< (2.15) 
膨,功]=v^ [52(1 - e - 2 也 - 2 ^ 2 ) - 、 赠 + 队护 + J， 
Then, (2.14) is equivalent to the following equations system : 
‘ 
Li[(t)] = Si [wc'i^ o] + 
Z/2M = + 
< 
0 = 0 , -0 = 0 , (P = 0 on dBe. 
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We define symmetric function spaces just like in [15], 
{ [ u\ w G El 
G M X C , (2.16) 
w 
and 
El = ^(ze^x) 二 u{z), u{z) = 
E2 = 暂 ) = v { z ) = 
Hereafter, both the over-bar and asterisk denote complex conjugate. We remark 
that the equation (1.4) is invariant under the following two maps 
( uize^''^) \ 
Tl = 2冗 2 ' 
< 
( \ f (-、\ 
u uiz) 
T2 = . 
\v ) \ v[-zY ； 
Therefore, we may look for solutions of (1.4) in the space E. The lemma proved 
in [15] and stated below expresses the kernel of the operators Li and L2 on the 
symmetric function spaces. 
L E M M A 2 . 3 . 
(1) Suppose Li[0] = 0, </) G 丑2(r2) a— (f){z) = (f){z). Then 0 � = C乾 ( z ) ， 
where z = Zi-{- 22； Zj G R and C is a constant. 
(2) Suppose 
L2M = 0’ 1^ 1 < C, ifjiz)* = V；(乏）and iPize-^^) = ， 
where C is a positive constant. Then 功三 0. 
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For arbitrary fixed constant a and 7 with 0 < a, 7 < 1，we introduce some 
weighted function spaces and norms as follows 
^ = { 仲 丨 樣 < + o o } ’ 
= { / i|||/i||^<+oo}, 
with associated norm defined by 
II 樣 = h / ^ l | + W 刚 + |：r|l+"h/^2| + |：r丨l+。刚，丨丨、+ 、， 
||/i||** = |:r|2+>i| + |a;|i+，2| + voh . 
L~(|x|>2) C0.T(|x|<3) 
where h = hi-\- sf^hi, hj e R. 
For further application, we derive estimates of error of the approximate solu-
tion in the following lemma : 
L E M M A 2 . 4 . For l e A, we have 
如 ’ 孙 ] L � - 各 + o ( l ) e -“卜。+ e-2一)， (2.17) 
< c/? - . (2.18) 
** V^y 
PROOF . Before starting the proof, we introduce some notations by denoting 




M^) = 尸g 切⑷=h(工—^y)—少“工)], 
j=i j=i 
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we have 
[uo, 1；0] = -(A-wo - Wo + + P'^oS^) 
k 





= ( 2 . 1 9 ) 
We begin with the first term in (2.19)， 
k 
以? - X ] 川 = [WiWjWm - 3WiWj^rn,E + —少i’£少少m’e: 
J=1 (ij,m)G/ 
k 
- E [3仿绅“ - ^ ^ i ^ l e + ^ U (2.20) 
i=l 
We get the estimate of every component of (2.20) in the following. 
Prom equality (2.4), we have 
< (2.21) 
It is easy to conclude that 
LHBe) 
< C sup (2.22) 
and 
sup e - v ^ d - ^ i l + l - a i ) < e - v ^ ( l ^ l - a i ) < (2.23) 
xeBe 
By combining (2.21), (2.22) and (2.23), we obtain 
压）Se-2'sinf. (2.24) 
From equality (2.4), equation (2.11), inequality (2.12) and lemma 2.1’ we have 
< (2.25) 
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Easily, we can find 






Hence we get the estimate of (2.20) in || •丨丨巧压）norm in virtue of (2.24), (2.25), 
(2.26) and (2.27), 
\ul — E 切，IL B -中旧 (卜 + e一叫 . (2.28) 
Because of equality (1.11) and inequality (2.8)，we get the estimate of the second 
term in (2.19) directly, 
1)L�《多. （2.29) 
Finally, the estimate in (2.17) can be easily derived from(2.28) and (2.29). 
For »S^ 2[wo，— part, we compute directly as follows, 
j •• V L°°(|x|>2) C0.-r(|x|<3)J 
/ ！^ \ 
V i ^ l 巧 丨 ) 
/ ^ \ 
_ V 念 1 丨 • s ) ) 




In this chapter, we consider the invertibility of the linearized operators 
Li and L2 in some proper function spaces. 
L e m m a 3 . 1 . Suppose e is small enough and I G A, if (f) ^ HQ{B£) P| Ei and 
h e satisfy 
A(/)-(/) + = h + in Be, 




UWhhb.) < (3.2) 
PROOF . By contradiction, 
we assume that there exist In, c{ln) € 
M, G 召e)门仏，hn ^ ^ (^召^)门 Si satisfy (3.1) and 
£n，Pn — 0， In ^ K�UtiWh^b,) = 1 and \\hn\\L^{Be) "^0 ’ OS n ^ oo, 
where 
A n = — - 7i In —, — - 72 In — ( 3 . 3 ) 
and 7i and 71 are two positive constants to be determined in the last chapter . 
17 
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To lead to a contradiction argument, we divide the proof into 3 steps, 
step 1 : In this step, we shall show that 
c{ln) — 0 as n —> oo. (3.4) 
By equation (3.1) and the assumption, integrating by part, we have 
= IB … 眞 寺 I B 、 " ^ 
= L } 今 今 • + 。 ⑴ 
^^ f dwi , 
= ^ + 於-
1 = 1 u 乞 
+ 字 - 卜 S ^ i 咖 … ( 1 ) . (3.5) 
dPccw 
Since q\ satisfies equation (2.9), immediately we have 
A f , , dP^eW dP^eW dWi , ^ ^ f dP⑶丨 
- + + 納 知 = 耻 s i ‘ 
Corollary 2.2 says P^ew(x) 一 Wi in together with the assumption 
||</>n||//2 = 1, we derive 
Hence we may conclude 
Corollary 2.2 also implies 少i’£„ —> 0 in as n —> oo . Accordingly, we have 
=E人(3尝⑷-3勢极 
= t f [ - 3 警 ( P 《则•仏 + E 3警尸、-尸仏^ 3 令 
=o{l). (3.7) 
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But for some positive constant CQ independent on n, when n large enough, 
= (字)2 + • … . （3.8) 
Substituting (3.6)，(3.7) and (3.8) into (3.5), we get 
c{ln) 0 as n —^  oo. 
step 2 : In this step, we shall prove, in a subsequence 
0 6 Vi = l，...，A;. 
We begin this step by introducing some notations and intermediate functions. 
Let Xn � be a smooth cut-off function such that 
X n � = { 1 ， f � r W “ ( i —《)， 
[ 0 ， f o r W 2 六 - I , 
and define 
(/>i,n{^) = Xn[x)(j)n{x + &„)， 
then we can extend (j)i�n to the whole space provided that we set (j)i,nix) = 0 for 
\ x \ > ^ - I. Since 
there exist 0i’oo G and a subsequence of {<?!>‘’„} (we also denote it to be 
{0i’n})，such that 
也’n�0i.oo in 炉 ( 3 . 9 ) 
In Bn = {|a;| < - / ) } , </>i,n satisfies 
+3(/>i,n Y , P—T - - kn) 
= h n { x - + C{ln)^{x -
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By using Corollary 2.2, estimates (3.4), (2.8)，the facts j3n — Q and ||/in|k2(丑。）—> 
0, it is easily derived that (pi^ oo satisfies the equation 
N>i�oo - 0i,oo + = 0. (3.10) 
When z = 1 , � i ’ „ = / „ a s a complex number. Since 於打 G Si，we have 
= Xn{x)(i>n{x + = + 6,n) = 01,nW- (3.11) 
Sobolev embedding implies that (/)i’„ (^ i’oo in so equality (3.11) yields 
0i,oo(^o) = (i>i,oo{xo) V :ro. (3.12) 
With (3.10) and (3.12), Lemma 2.3 tells us for some constant c, 
</>i,oo = c^—. (3.13) 
ox I 
We want to show in (3.13) c = 0 by the orthogonal condition, 
乂产尝 = 0，Vn. 
We have 
Since 
1/ ^ ±L h字I 
J Be: i=i , 饥 i = l « ^ B � B � 士-0) 伪 
- ^ h B 么 i 么 i ’ 
Corollary 2.2 and formular (2.5) imply that 
( l - ^ » S =�. （3.15) 
J 氏TV i=l 
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We also use Corollary 2.2 and formular (2.5) to obtain 
r dPcew r /dwi 5少,V \ 
It L 产 女 = ， 丄 ， • 人 t 0、…• (3.16) 
By the symmetry of Vz, j , we have 
f , duo f , duo 
人严 =人严 (3.17) 
Substituting (3.15)，(3.16), (3.17) into (3.14), in virtue of the orthogonal condi-
tion, we discover 
Hm / Xi,n(l>n^ = 0. (3.18) 
J Be 
On the other hand, we have 
f , duo f . (dw, ^ f A • 
Jb 产 = Jb 产、i—了)+L，‘知了 
= 丄 ‘ £ +。(”• （3.19) 
By (3.18) and (3.19), it is clear 
lim [ 0 1 , n ^ = 0, 
7R2 OX I 
then together with (2.3) and (3.9)，we can conclude 
f dw 
7k2 dxi 
Finally, from (3.13) and the last formula, we derive 
01,oo = 0, 
which implies ( i^’n 0 G 丑2(股2) xhe symmetry tells us 
0i’„ 0 e//2(股2)，Vi = l，...，A;. 
step 3 : In this step, we shall prove 
Un\\H {^B,) — 0. 
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The process comes mainly from [7]. For any fixed length R, denoting 
BR = |2；| < there holds 
\\(pi,n\\HHBR) < ||<？!'i,n||/2(R2) < C. 
Then we have compact embedding in a subsequence, 
30i,H，S.t. (f)i^ri (ka e 
The fact 0i，„ - ^ 0 6 proved in step 2 implies (pi^ R = 0, so 
— 0 in IJ\BR). (3.20) 
Prom (2.8), we know that 
< CV"2(1-解， 
k 
where B% = B e - [ j 
i=l 
Hence together with (3.20), for n large enough, we have 
Choosing R arbitrary large, we can conclude 
pulcf>n\\LHB.) — 0. (3.21) 
Besides, since c{ln) — 0 and 丨|/in||L2(Se) —> 0, it follows 
+ —0. (3.22) 
dl L2(Be) 
Furthermore, by using the first equation in (3.1)，estimates (3.21) and (3.22), we 
can get 
(A - l)(/>n � — 0， 印 e ) 
which gives ||(?!>n||//i(Be) — 0 . By estimate, we conclude \\(l)n\\H^ {Be) 一 •’ 
which contradicts the assumption ||</>n||//2(Sc) = 1. Thus the estimate (3.2) holds 
and we have finished the proof of this lemma. • 
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Now we have got the prior estimate for linearized operator Li in the above 
lemma and we shall use the process in Lemma 4.1 of [23] to get the prior estimate 
for linearized operator L2 in the following lemma. 
L e m m a 3 . 2 . There exists a constant C > 0, Ve small enough, if e 
Hi{B,)f]X, 动 G S2, he n y , -V^voh e S2 satisfies 
f 
L2吻=h in Be, 
< (3.23) 
ip = 0 on dBe, 
\ 
we have 
IWI* < c\\h\u.. 
P r o o f . We prove by contradiction. Let us assume that there exists a sequence 
of G M, G 丑 o i ( 召 门 足 e E2, /I" G n y， - V ^ v o h ^ e 
S2 satisfies (3.23) with = 1 , 0 , — 0. 
In the following, we divide the proof into three steps. Since step 1 and step 2 
are just the same as the proof of lemma 4.1 in [23], I just state the result without 
details. 
step 1 ： For arbitrary fixed constant 0 < < in the region 去 < < 吉，we can 
get 
K I + ‘ i _ 4 0’ （3.24) 
+ W J H O . (3.25) 
step 2 : Denote 
1，for bl < f , , 
Vn{x) = - ； (3.26) 
i 0， f o r > I f , 
and set 'ip"- = For any fixed Rq large enough ( independent on n)，we 
have 
m + kV^r i < c[mcHi<r<R.) + 0(1)] for r > 2’ (3.27) 
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m + IVV^ I^ < ： ^ [11 剩Ici(i<r<i?�) + 0(1)] for r > 2’ (3.28) 
where r = |a;|. 
step 3 : Set (p^  = -y/^Voip^, then we get 
= -V^iVvoip'' + Vip^'vo) 
and 
The V theory gives 
< C 2 � ( 隱 + m w ’ (3.29) 
where Ci{R) and ci(R) are constants only dependent on the radius R. Then 
Sobolev embedding theorem implies that there is a subsequence denoted 
also by convergent uniformly to (p% in By a diagonal process, 
we get some such that = for |a;| < R. Hence passing to a 
subsequence (denoted also by c^"), converges to some v?。，locally uniformly 
in C^i", which solves 
L2/ = 0 in R2. (3.30) 
e E2, then we get ip^  € E2. Because 
= lim h^LooiB^) < C lim ||們|* = C 
n—*oo n—>00 
holds for arbitrary R, we have 
< 1. 
Then Lemma 2.3 implies 
Therefore we get 
<^"->0 in (3.31) 
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which produce 
II 功 1 c i , 7 ( i < | a ; | < i ? o ) — 0 asn-^oo. ( 3 . 3 2 ) 
Since 
-V^voh'^ix) e C°’7(|:r| < 3)， 
by Schauder's theory, we derive 
Ik1|c72’,|<2) < C (|blL°o(|*3) + II — \ / = T ” � " 1 c o ’ , | < 3 ) ) . (3.33) 
Besides, it is easy to conclude 
linici.7(|x|<2) < (3.34) 
By combining (3.31), (3.33)，(3.34) and the assumption —0，we get 
II功 1c7i,7(|x|<2) asn-^oo. ( 3 . 3 5 ) 
Finally the combination of estimates (3.24)，（3.25)，（3.27)，(3.28) (3.32) and (3.35) 
produce — as n — oo, which contradicts to our assumption at the 
beginning. • 
After we obtain the prior estimate, the existence and uniqueness in the linear 
theory may follow from the standard Predholm's alternatives. By a contraction 
mapping argument, we can solve the projected problem as follows. 
L E M M A 3 . 3 . We small enough, I E A and (全广+“�1，the problem 
f 
Li[(/)] = Si[uo, ？^ o] + Ni [(j), ijj] + c ( 0 智 in Be 
Z/2 h^j = S2 [wo，vo] + N2 [(/>, ip] in Be 
< (/) = 0 in dBe (3.36) 
^ = 0 in dBe 
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has a solution {(pi^ijji) with (f) E 0^1； ^ € H^(B^) fl义，-V^voip ^ 
and 
UIWhhb.) < 長+� ( l ) e -m(卜'）+ e-2'sinf)， (3.37) 
m * < C p l - ] . (3.38) 
w 
PROOF . For the purpose of applying contraction map principle, we define 
B = j(0，VO : 小 仏 , - V ^ v o i I J e S2, 
UWhHB.) < + + 
I W I • 柳 
Because Me small enough, I € A and / ? ( 全 < 1，it is easy to conclude 
< 1 and llV'i lU^l. (3.39) 
Through simple computation, we get 
h[么功l|L(压）^ + 丑2(叫 + 例011丑压)+ /?IW|*)(3.40) 
and 
( / I \ / I \ \ 
N2{cf>,讽 < C + 7 I I 洲 � _ | ? / 2 ( 5 , ) ( 今 - 4 1 ) 
** 乂 J J ) 
For any ((^ 1，也)，（02， 2^) ^ B with ipi = ipu + and 也= i p 2 i + 也2， 
N八chM - AM也，也]=如2 _ + — 
H^i — h) [^uo{(f>i + ck) + </>； + M2 + + "Sje-2也2 
and 
N2[(f>2,H - Ay</>1’论 1] = - M(>0 + (/>!+ (h) 
• 也 - + 进(e-2如2 — e-2^22 + 2也2 -
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Then we have 
Ni[(i)uipi] - NI[(I>2M � ^ < 
CUi - 4>2\W{BM4>I\\HHB.) + 1 1 糾 + P) 
+ c m i — H U C + WMNHB.)) (3.42) 
and 
Nilcpuipi] - N2l(f>2,H < 
CP 1101 - c/>2\\HHB.)i\\MHHB.) + MHHB.) + C) 
+ (3.43) 
Finally, we get the desired result by contraction mapping principle. Here lemmas 
3.1，3.2 and the estimates above are used. • 
We get the C^ regularity of the map I (C(/)，如，ipi) from lemma (3.3) 
and the Implicit Function Theorem (see [27], [7], [24], [25] and [26] for detail). 
Chapter 4 
Critical point of the reduced 
energy functional 
By the result in chapter 3, for all e small enough, if we find some I G 八 such 
that c{l) = 0，we solve (1.4). In this chapter we shall find the zero of c[l) by-
searching the critical point of the corresponding energy functional with respect 
to I. 
We define the energy 
- f f 1—2 + 1 [ + i [ ( 1 - H T (4.1) 
^ J Be ^ J Be ^ J BE 
L E M M A 4 . 1 . For any {(L>i,ipi) in Lemma 3.3, letting ui = UQ + 如，VI = 
Vqc'^^^, if le is a critical point of Ee[ui,vi], we have c(/e) = 0. 
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Equivalently, 
+ • ” , v j • 丨 灼 | 2 ) 5 - 胁 創 = 0 . (4.3) 
� l e 
Integrating by part, (4.3) turns into 
IB [(a以i - + ^f + 丨)尝+ -(A访+卵-丨钩丨2) + Pu询智 
+ Vi{l - h n + Pu^vi)^] L = 0. (4.4) 
iui,vi) satisfies the equation, so we can simplify (4.4) into 
l y r i i r ^ ' 
then 
f duo duo d(f)i 
c ⑷ 人 + (4.5) 
Because 
w - u絮+。⑴' 
and for some independent positive constant Ci 
IB, dxi�Ci’ 
we have 
On the other hand, 
f H < CUIWH^ < + 《！ （4.7) 
J Be di al 
Finally, we deduce c(/) = 0 from (4.5)，（4.6)，(4.7). • 
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In the rest of this chapter, we shall find a critical point of the energy functional 
Eelui, vi]. This energy functional can be separated into two parts as follows, 
Ee[ui,Vi] = Eeluo + = Eeluo,Vo] + Fl(f)i,1pi], 
where 
= I [VwoV(/)z + + uo<f>i + 
J Be ^ � 2 � 
/* r 3 1 1 
—Jb卜树+ 5以树+ 4小I + 
- p I {uo如 + 臺⑷2)办-2咖2 + i ( 以 妮 ( e - 2 - - 1) 
f ( I•计 + VvoVip + VvoVip] 
J Be 
+ \Jb ( 1 _ 卜。+ 卻 ) 2 - ( 1 — M2)2 ’ 
= ipii + V^'^12, ^ = f0 ( e ^ 勿 - 1 ) and vi = vo-\- ip. 
We get the estimate of F[(j)i,ipi] in the following lemma, which implies that 
ipi] is small enough and not the main part of Es[uo + . 
L E M M A 4 . 2 . For 如，论 in Lemma 3.3, we have 
‘ /1 \ /1 \ 2+2a 2 
F[<|>l,^Pl] <C l o g ( - ) / ? M - ) + + + . (4.8) 
_ [ ^ 乂 _ 
PROOF . Since P^w satisfies equation(2.7), integrating by part, we get 
/ VUqV^I + UQ(f)i -
J Be 
广 fc 
= / ~ + M l 
J Be t=l 
r . k 1 
= / [( E p红切p巧切p仏犯？—項)办 
石 e (ij,m)e/ i=l 
< + e-2“ 'n(f) + I I办丑 e ) . (4.9) 
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Fqw is of exponent decay and ||0/||丑2, are very small from lemma(3.3), then 
we have 
乂 [去(•拟2 + 臺⑷2] — Jb [uoc^f + 署以树 + i^f] < mlHE^im 
and 
p j ^ (uock + - � 2 ) 5 ? e - 2 咖 2 < WIWHHB.)- (4.11) 
Similarly, in virtue of equation(1.6), and integrating by part, we have 
[VvoV^ = f #o(l - bor), 
J Be J Be 
and 
I VipVvo = 1 ？Jo 如 1 — 1 孙 |2). 
J Be J Be 
Hence 
1 f + VVOVtP + VvoW^) + i / [ ( l - h + @〒 —（l-h)|2)2] 
2 J Be 4 J Be 
=\JB (I•浙—灼 1 -卜o|2)  + i 义(一 + 刃oi + “"。办 （4.12) 
Since 
必二 VQ ( e A 论 - l ) = 1；0 + )) 
and 
= Wo ( e ^ ^ ' - l ) + yf^V^iVoe^"^', 
(4.12) implies 
\ [ ( I + VvoVi^ + VvoV^) + 7 / + 
2 J Be 4 JB, 
< log ( - ] m l (4.13) 
Besides we have 
f PulS^ie-'^- -1)< PMU- (4.14) 
J Be 
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All together, we get 
F[(t>iM < 
c [ m l . + log Q ll^zll! + � I W I * + ( / ? + + ) !办！！丑。 
from (4.9), (4.10)，(4.11), (4.13), (4.14). Hence we have proved the lemma if we 
use the estimates of ||</>z丨|//2，丨丨in lemma(3.3). • 
We obtain an expansion of EeIuq^vo] in the following form, 
Eeluo.vo] = \ f + K p - i [ 
^ Be J Be ^ J Be 
+ 譬/ + 
J Be 
From (1.11) and Lemma (2.1), we have for some constant C\ > 0， 
譬义少。| 2 ( l - b � | 2 ) = f / j - l S ( • + � ( • ) ) 
= c ^ i f (1 + 0(1)). (4.15) 
19] claims that for some constant C2 > 0, 
= A : ( l - / ? ) t / H + + (7e-'sin(f) + � + e - 剛 • e ) 
where 
i w = I [ + [ w\ 
^ 7r2 4 
We denote 
G{1) = Fy>i,似+ l f iv^^op + ^ [ 
J Be J BE 
[ K r + f / \uo\\l-\vo\')-k{l-P)ll{w). (4.17) 
J Be J Be 
Substituting (4.8), (4.15)，(4.16) into (4.17), we have 
L 
+C[log ( 全 ) 沪 ( } / + 2 � + (/? + o(l)e-旧(卜0 + e-2'sinf)2p 18) 
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Now we have 
E,[uo + (k, voe-^xPi] = 0(1) + k{l - P)^I{w) + 五[0,幻o], 
where k{l — (3)^I(w) + t;o] is independent on I. Hence the critical point of 
Ee[uo + (t>u t^oe^^灿]with respect to I is equivalent to the critical point of G{1). In 
the following, we prove the existence of critical point of G{1) and analyze the 
location of spikes, which depends on /?. 
Suppose \(3\ = O(e^) with the power p > 4 + 3a, then 
• ( r � 《 長 . 
Since 1 < - /) < we have 
e-'sin(f) « 
r 
We denote 71 and 73 to be two fixed constants with 71 > 73 > 1 + f • When 
, [ 1 , 1 1 , ll I e ——7i In ——73111-, le £ e ei 
we have 
We choose 72, 74 such that 0 < 72 < 74 < | + 1. When 
ri , 1、1 fi\i / e - - 74 log - , - - 72 log 一 ， 
l£ \£J E \£/J 
we have 
Base on above analysis, we have 
• Case 1 
When I e ^ - 7i In J, J - 73 In J , we have 
G{1) = + o{l)) 
and G{1) strictly decreases with respect to /, since ^ > 0. 
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• Case 2 
When I e I - 74 log (^) , 7 - 72 log (全），we have 
Gil) = + 0(1)) (4.19) 
and G{1) strictly increases . 
Consequently, since G{1) is bounded from below, there will be a local minimizer 
I � w h i c h satisfies 
- — 7 3 In - < le < - — 74 In i 
£ e e £ 
and 73, 74 can be very close to f + 1 . 
We may suppose (5 to be even smaller, for example, j3 = 0(e一(全”）with arbi-
trary positive constant 0 < g < 1. Since when ^ - / > (j)'^, 長 is the main 
part of G(l), while 卜 i�(全”’ 全一）is the main part of G(l), we can 
find a local minimizer with the same argument as above, but here the minimizer 
le ^ A. In fact if we consider generally, 
instead of / G A, we can also follow the same argument as this thesis without any 
change. When = 0(e一(全）），it is easy to find a local minimizer l^ . e A'. 
Hence for C^e一(去< P < Ce^^^^, where 0 < g < 1, 0 < a < i , we get 
G{1) and further Ee[uQ + (j)uVQe^'il)i\ have a critical point (in fact, it is a local 
minimizer), then we have c ( “ ) = 0 in virtue of lemma 4.1. Hence we can get a 
solution (u^, Ve) of problem (1.4) with the form 
k k k 
Ue(x) = ^ P^fW(x) + (/>(x) = M 工- C D - I ] 中 ( 工 ) + 小⑷,(4.20) 
i=l i=l i=l 
where 
Cj — le^^^ 广 ， = 1，…，於 
and 
v,{x) = S“r")e@e•�,where r = e^^ = (4.21) 
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It is very easy to find that 
以£ € El (/> € El, 
< 
Ve e E2 if e S2, 
\ 
So {ue,Vs) e S. Lemma 3.3 and inequality (2.10) show that 
(f){x), iP{x) 8iiid uniformly in (4.22) 
We set u{x) = Ue(f) and ？;(rc) = Then (u,v) solves problem (1.2). Prom 
(4.20)，（4.21) and (4.22), it follows that 
咖 二 : 切 + 0 ( 1 ) ， 
< j=i • 
v(x) = 5"e(§)e00+�(i)， where r = e仰=f， 
\ 
which would complete the proof of the main theorem. 
Remark : 
Prom above argument, we find that if /? is getting smaller, is also getting 
smaller. Because ele means the distance between the spikes and vortex in the unit 
ball, we know that if /? is smaller, the spikes is closer to the vortex which is located 
at the center. This is consistent with what we have stated at the beginning that 
the positive sign of /3 may contribute inter-component repulsion between spikes 
and vortex. But totally, the spikes will be very close to the boundary as we 
suppose J — /e <C 
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